Find a tool to help you teach.

Discussion

Packback
- Engages higher order thinking
- Applies content to life experience
- AI-grading reduces grading time
- Improves writing
- Builds critical thinking skills
- Enables peer learning

Canvas Studio
- In-video quizzes
- Closed captions
- Builds rapport
- Tracks student watch time
- Embeds video & audio in Canvas
- Authentic videos from anywhere

Interactive Class Quizzing

iClicker
- Increases engagement & learning\(^1\), \(^2\), \(^3\)
- Polls the class
- Equity of voice
- Word clouds
- Useable in-person and online

Accessibility

Pope Tech
- Reviews course content for accessibility
- Corrects accessibility issues
- Headings, tables, captions, alt text, links, etc.

To learn more about these tools, visit DSI CLEAR’s Approved and Supported Technologies.
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